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>> : This is an exciting, important session.  The first part of the session I am honored to have with us Kristalina Georgieva, she is the World Bank CEO and incredibly important because of the scale of the resources that the World Bank provides the fact that several years the World Bank launched an incredibly important human capital project to increase the priority and investment by both the bank and in the countries to develop human capital, health, education, early childhood education and as that project grows and evolves and with new negotiation under some way for the next replenishment of the banks funding for the international development so status and the banks funding mechanism for the -- we are going to have a chance to talk about how the averages can be leveraged to accelerate investments in people, for greater equity, and economic development and also talk a little bit about the role that we can play.

So I would like to say little about Kristalina at the World Bank. She is the CEO, Chief Executive Officer at the World Bank.  Her role is to build support across the international community to mobilize resources for low income countries and to create better opportunity for a vulnerable people.  From February 1 through April 8 she served as the President of the World Bank group and prior to that she is a Bulgarian national, she helped really shape and drive the agenda of the European Union, including its commission for international cooperation and humanitarian aid and crisis response and she managed one of the largest humanitarian aid budgets and really established herself as a champion for resilience.

But I would also say that she is a champion for gender equality, humanitarian, and she is a leader in the global fight against global change and I have seen her incredibly important role within the bank really championing this human capital agenda. So it is really an honor to welcome her today and we will have a chance for dialect.  Please come on up. Kristalina.
[APPLAUSE]
I thought we would do this as more of a bit of a dialogue.  Great relief on the human cap project.  Can you say for folks that are not familiar a little bit about the what and why of the human capital project, Human Capital Index that was launched last year in Bali and over six countries that have now signed on to the agenda and explain that to us and then we can talk a little bit about how we can be supporting, at a global, level any country level [inaudible] as exhibit.
>> : Thank you very much.  Thank you for being one of the human capital project champions.  That means a lot to us at the World Bank.  For those of you who do not know much about our institution, today the World Bank group consists of the international bank for construction and development, we lend money to low and [inaudible] countries.  Very importantly the International Development Association help funds for the poor.  Then we have two private sector oriented arms, the International Finance Corporation only for the private sector we have a very important entity for the center of [inaudible] investment disputes that helps countries find a legally sound way to resolve -- that boosted our capacity to lend to countries like India, Pakistan, the middle -- low middle income countries.  Right now we are in the replenishment of our funds for the poor.  For the last three years we had the capacity of $75 billion for countries that are left behind, and we aim to get a large replenishment in December for IDA, and I would beg you for your support for the people that need this help the most.  How the human capital fits in this picture it is so very simple.

Countries that want to be wealthy tomorrow have to invest in their people today and the core of the human capital project is to change mindset to think of education not of expenditure, not of the cost, but as an investment in the well-being of this planet's most valuable resource when we created the human capital project we had realized they need to know how well they are doing.  So we put together the Human Capital Index which to explain it in the simple possible way is measuring a child born today what degree of his or her potential this child would reach by the age of 18.

Good education, good learning, good nutrition, good social underpinning leads to the child reaching to a higher degree of education.  I will be asking a question.  Which country do you think is at the top of the Human Capital Index?  Singapore.  Singapore is at 88 percent. My country, Bulgaria, is at 71 percent.  Very interesting about Bulgaria -- sorry, it's at 68 percent, the interesting thing is a girl would reach 71 percent of her potential, a boy 65 percent.  So we have a problem taking care of our boys.

In many countries it is the opposite.  It is about girls needing to catch up.  And when we look at this ranking of countries it breaks my heart, but the sub-Sahara of Africa is at the bottom of the ranking.  On average only one point of potential would be reached.  Imagine how much this means in terms of laws, of lost wealth of productivity in these countries.  So we took this data and we made it available to countries and we said if you want to work with the bank, we would be happy to work through your policies and investments so you can accelerate the capacity of your children to reach their full potential.

Today we have 63 countries, it's an amazingly high number, that signs up, they want to accelerate human capital investments and we have recently adopted an action plan for Africa, specifically.  Our goal is by 2023 to increase productivity in Africa by 13 percent by making this investment.

We benefit tremendously for partnership with others.  We are investing a lot.  We invest on average $2 billion a year in education.  1 billion in health, around the same amount in social protection.  We make these investments, but we realize that we need to work with everybody who is in this area, so we work with the governments themselves.  We work with United Nations systems, with partners in the [inaudible] society so we can make that step up as quick as possible.

Can I take one minute to tell people a story?  So everybody has their reason to feel it in their heart that this is the right thing to do.  My personal reason, I was the mission when the Syria war broke up visiting Lebanon, [inaudible], Syrian children and Syrian families and talking to a girl.  At that time she was about 12 years old.  And I asked what she needs the most for her home and she said I need to go to school.  My immediate reaction was to say to her I hope you will be able to go back to school but I knew that at that moment that was not going to happen.  She most likely would get married early.  There was no schooling available for Syrian children.  I walked out of there and I thought my hope means nothing to her, but my acting would make a world of difference.

So I went back to Brussels and we built no lost generation with UK.  Today all Syrian refugees children are in school.
[APPLAUSE]
I strongly believe that no child know where should be deprived of this opportunity to learn.  And human capital in that sense project is so very important.

>> : Thank you for being the champion on that for those kids in Syria as well.  One thing I just want to say is having been in Bali at the meetings when the Human Capital Index was released, it was also really powerful to see countries who really wanted to see where they were on that index and the healthy competition was also really powerful as to what you said.

We were talking earlier, and I am wondering if you could give us a broad perspective between -- the bank has embraced and, in some ways, lead on his goals of ending extreme poverty and increasing shared prosperity for the bottom 40 percent, but a little bit perspective of where the world is on this.  Where is it working and where it's not.
>> : For our institution, for the World Bank, all the 17 goals are important.  But one is number one for a reason.  Eradicating extreme poverty is paramount for a more stable world.  So, where are we?  We have made tremendous progress of utilization.  In 1990 extreme poverty was 36 percent.  Today, it is slightly over 8 percent.  This is a tremendous success but what we see now is that the peak of decline of extreme poverty is no more the same.  We are slowing down.

And the concentration of extreme poverty more than before is in and it is not with the world economy slowing down may be even worse unless we act very decidedly Asia is doing better if we take them out and we take out the rich worlds, extreme poverty in this universe in 2030 would be 2 percent.  In the rest, it would be 25 or 30 percent on average.  That is acceptable what worry us more than anything else in a number of countries between 12 and 18 it all boils down to the trend is going in the wrong direction.  Extreme poverty is going up, not down.

Today, 68 percent of people in extreme poverty are in five countries.  India, Bangladesh, Ethiopia, Nigeria, Democratic Republic of the Congo.  India and Bangladesh will reach the 3 percent targets.  By 2030.  Ethiopia will go down, but it won't reach the target.  By today's projections [inaudible] will go up, not down.  So we ought to concentrate our attention on the root causes of extreme poverty in all the places where it is persistent.  What are the root causes?  Conflicts, natural disasters, climate changes a huge driver pushing extreme poverty up.  Population growth.  In many countries the percentage of poverty may be stable, maybe even go a little bit down, but the absolute number of people in extreme poverty goes up because of the very high population growth.  Nigeria has 3.9 percent population growth.

I'm sorry, not Nigeria this year this is the highest fertility rate known in the world.  And the reason is bad governments we have to relentlessly of the drivers of poverty then we really have to be focused on the countries where it matters most.  At the bank we have made we have increased investment in fragile countries from seven to $14 billion and we want to go 20 percent higher.  We have moved stock in front of countries.

I was looking at the picture of our office in Afghanistan people who think of the World Bank of the past, they imagine us in suits and going in government offices.  So I look at the picture with protection and bulletproof jackets, people going into dangerous places.  So we have to do more of this if we are to be successful.  And I cannot stress enough the importance of the partnerships.

No institution can consistently succeed on its own.  But together we can make a huge difference.
>> : Can you say a bit more -- and perhaps this goes to some of the priorities set out for this next replenishment, but some of the ways that you are looking -- you described investment in conflict infected areas but other ways you are particularly targeting the most vulnerable targeting for equitable and their policies that are not regressive.
>> : Thank you for this question.  We have established priorities for the current cycle of IDA.  Jobs and economic transformation.  It is a recipe for disaster, but we have to make sure we invest in people, in their skills, we also make sure that the jobs are there for people skills.

For the reasons you know, and we described, third is climate inactions.  Poor countries and poor people has very little to cause a problem of climate change but are already suffering dramatically once consequences.  Gender, and powering when the men.  Here is a bracket to place information that I recently learned.  Women entrepreneurs in Africa happen to be better entrepreneurs than men.  This is established.

But a man has six times more financing, access to financing, then a firm owned by a woman.  For the sake of women and men, we have to change that.  We have to bring women up to improve the prospect of society.  Last but not least, governments and institutions so they can serve people.  Human capital being one of them, connect to everything, connect to jobs and economic growth, gender, institutions.  We have a very important for disabilities.  Why?  Because we recognize that 15 percent of the world’s population are people with disabilities.  Very often excluded.

And that, of course, it is an impediment for them but also for their community, their families, and the countries.  We have brought this year a very strong issue of sustainability because that burden of poor countries has gone up dramatically and we are also looking at migration.  Displacement but also economic migration and how it can serve people in countries better.  These are our priorities.  We recognize that we have to care about everybody but especially people that are furthest behind and we put a strong emphasis on equality, actually equality and opportunity, not only income. I was telling you this morning I come from Bangladesh I visited there a project with World Bank support for underprivileged children that either haven't started school at all or dropped out, to give them a second chance.  

The project consists of 700,000 Boys and Girls Club.  Free of charge.  Textbooks.  Of course, going to school.  We are also making sure that there is healthy nutrition so the kids -- so the kids can learn when they are in school.  So I directed with some of the sheer joy being together, the pride they take.  One of them was a 12-year-old girl that you could say was in second grade, at 12 years.  I was asking would somebody volunteered to read.  She gets up and so proudly demonstrate that how she can read.  If I can think of an investment that makes the biggest difference.
[APPLAUSE]
>> : You had mentioned earlier making the connection Africa and many countries then the Africa human capital plan that was launched I think both the model of ambitious increased investment but also a link to target.
>> : So we put in Africa the human capital plan.  We prioritized it because Africa is so low in the Human Capital Index and we put them over a goal of increasing productivity because we were thinking how do you know that this investment is working well when you have more productive people but then we broke it down in five areas related.  Schooling does not mean learning. We introduced in the bank and indicator learning and adjusting in school years and it’s measures, not how many years you are at school, but what is the equivalent of learning.

In my country kids lose one year they are sitting in school, but they don't learn so this is one of the indicators.  And Africa learning adjusted school years today under five.  We want to get it up to almost six.  Then you look at nutrition, sanitation, access to sanitation.  You know how critical this is for health.  And we break these targets in these areas to something posed by the way, we have a very important target on fertility for the adolescent girls.  Bringing down the births between 16 and 18 years of age that are the result of the result of early marriage.

So we put targets that are ambitious, but we believe they are achievable.  And we want to be able to measure progress by 2023 on this target.  And I was talking to our team saying we should also be prepared to adjust the targets hopefully upwards.  As we go through the years of learning.  This is new for us.  New in a sense that I admit we were for quite a long time mostly focused on getting children in school, making sure there are facilities, but less on outcomes.  And that is a big mental shift at the bank in two respects.  One is focus on outcomes, learning [inaudible] for example.  And expectantly, old bank approach.  No more human capital is the job of our education and health and social protection.  It is the job of people who work with finance ministries.  It is my job.

We also want countries to take this whole of government approach.  Good sanitation is important for human capital.  Safe roads, we were talking about safe roads.  In other words, it is about human capital.  That Hall of World Bank, all of government of how we strategize, how we define our objectives and how we measure problems.  We knew it and we didn't quite do it.

>> : And maybe as a last question and I would love to see -- two things, one is what can we do, as advocates, both in what has been donor countries but also as advocates working in many countries, countries with higher burns as of poverty, disease, and kids out of school, just thinking about how can we support some of the commitments that countries are making on these issues and ensuring that those get delivered and how can we use the next Human Capital Index that will come out to make the point that we understand when the next in next comes out is going to be may be more aggregated data within countries.  So what are ways that we can be supported?
>> : Number one is speak loud and clear about the poverty story.  That we are off track.  And we are off track because the remaining job is the tough one.  The low hanging fruit.  And that it is important for the world community and security; it's important for everyone.

I don't think people recognize enough the criticality and physical deity of addressing the remaining part of extreme poverty.  I would also stress Hungry is on the rise.  It is linked to climate change.  Big time.  Erratic weather wiping out the agriculture.  We know to my mind unacceptable.  How can it be that we have managed to get down hunger and now we are losing that battle again?  Your voice on that and you know who the hunger hits the hardest.  The women, elderly, handicapped.

That is one, just educating policymakers.  And then two, we can do something about it; we are not helpless.  What it will take is that unity of purpose and understanding; they are so critical investments including human investment.  That can be made.  I am very support us for IDA in 2019.  This is the more horizontal comprehensive poverty fighting we have.  We have other very important programs but only IDA is comprehensive.  It is that hall of government, hall of society approach.

We want to get at least $80 billion for IDA and we need all the help we can get to fight for what in the end is a better world for all of us.

That is my plea, please do it.
[APPLAUSE]
>> : I am looking at my timekeeper.  I think we are at about time.  I just want to say I think we got a sense of what the challenges are in front of us, a sense of some of where the bank has moved on this and using instruments, its influence, but also instruments like Human Capital Index and I think you got a little bit of sense deep commitment and passionate leadership to.
>> These as priorities.

[connection issues]

I think still delivering on the potential of those resources and the potential of what countries can do is still a piece of work that is going to take all of us and is going to take work at the global level but also the support of all and advocacy partners at country level but I just want to say we are really grateful for your essential leadership on this and look forward to working for you to actually deliver the resources and even more importantly to deliver the impact.
[APPLAUSE]
Thanks to you and all of your team.  Just for you who are U.S. --
[APPLAUSE]
For those of you who are US-based and are going to Congress tomorrow just to know that our international partners and probably a few radius folks will be doing a few dozen meetings with senior staff at the bank within the vice presidency for South Asia, for Africa, the vice presidency for human development, their own Executive Director is on the bank board and others so we will be also working to reinforce and support this agenda.  So thank you so much.  Thank you for being here thank you for being here.

I am very excited about the next part of this session.  We are really fortunate to have two global leaders on health.  And health equity with us to discuss what it is really going to take to reach the last mile in global health.  I know among their advocacy priorities have been Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance and global fund to fight AIDS and malaria and we are engaged to mechanisms for which we advocate and have helped drive extraordinary progress in global health but as we have talked about profound inequities still exist.  One in 10 infants do not receive a single vaccine and that is a pretty strong indication that they are receiving is essentially no healthcare at all.

And only 40 percent the UN listed 40 percent of people who come sick with TB are missed by the health systems.  So we are really thrilled to have with us today Anuradha Gupta, the deputy CEO of Gavi and also with Mark Dybul who is a longtime ally and now with Georgetown.

So I will do an introduction of our speakers and then we will bring Anuradha Gupta up to do a presentation and then we will have a dialogue.

Anuradha Gupta is the deputy CEO of Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance.  She started with Gavi in 2015 she's been leading advocates to integrate support to countries within Gavi strategy and playing a pivotal role in setting up the whole model of country level support through the establishment of a partner engagement framework.  She is a passionate and influential advocate of women, young girls, and children.  Prior to joining Gavi she served in a senior role in the Indian Ministry of Health and family welfare and as Mission Director of the National Health Mission where she ran the largest public health program in the world with an annual budget of 3.5 billion U.S. dollars and she played a leading role in India's effort to eradicate polio transmission and has led efforts to pioneer free care for over 65 million pregnant mothers and children, introduced health screening for 270 million children and designed an innovative health program for 350 million adolescents.

So as you can get, she works at scale.  It is always really my great pleasure to have Dr. Mark Dybul with us.  Mark Dybul has been a leader in HIV and public health for 25 years.  He is currently codirector and Professor and Department of Health Georgetown University Medical Center.  Many of you know him from his really critical role.

[connection issues]

When the world was more unequal than it is today and millions of children were dying unnecessarily for reasons that could be prevented and that included -- and you can see that we have now done quite well on reducing child deaths, but what is really important -- you are they gonna see a must complement you all in terms of advocacy for Gavi.  I also wanted to highlight that the impact of utilization actually goes beyond feeding children and this actually speaks to what I was saying, and you can see how vaccines are actually feeding into the whole human capital aspiration that today we want to be at the forefront of.

Pro gender impact of vaccines.  We have a large percentage if not for vaccinations [inaudible] vaccination really helps combat malnutrition by almost 27 percent and in education.  So a really positive impact of education and education but as they were saying outcomes and the body of the evidence is growing that that vaccination can actually lead to much better development and intelligence.

You can also see that immunization is indeed the front runner among other important interventions.  The one today has tremendous opportunity to make immunization a truly universal.  As Joanne said, one out of 10 do not receive vaccinations.  In Gavi support to countries I would say to children out of 10 children don't receive a vaccination.  So one in ten is the picture you get low income countries that 20 percent of kids are not receiving the most basic vaccine.  So we have some work to do.

We have imputable evidence that vaccination is currently the most adequate to -- something to celebrate.  However, it is not to say that we don't have a persisting challenges before us.  Our biggest challenge today is in countries as you can see.  Out of children born every year in Gavi support in country there are about 50 million children who do not get the basic vaccines and out of these 15 million children about 11 million children -- that is about 11 million children who did not even received one dose of vaccine.  And if you break this down you would find that it is marginalized countries that have completely plateaued since 2012 and we see no evidence of progress.  And for countries already you heard about the hyper- rates because these are countries where fertility rates are already high, these countries unfortunately suffer from to a large-scale displacement multiple deprivations in adequate provision of public services.

They also would see a large number of challenges but also a different kind and they spoke of India you would still find some national disparities.  So we have these large countries which have done well but there is still a challenge of an equity and the growing number of poor is a new challenge but also vaccine has vendors and more educated section of population a lot of high-performing countries are threatened by large-scale influx of refugee populations from neighboring countries.

Because of climate change populations are becoming [inaudible] conflict settings.  These challenging contacts require action so in order the basics are broken so therefore we really need to work can actively critical driver of progress but importantly that we all work together on building political because in the absence of political government we have seen progress either regressing or staying static and leadership in managing capacity in these countries and Gavi has stepped up investments in this area and we have seen some very positive RESULTS.  For example the Democratic Republic of Congo but several of the countries we have seen this investment in leadership and management goes up and has enabled countries to start to focus better at subnational levels and really understand the data for very targeted and approaches.  But we also now are investing we definitely want to support these countries and be able to [inaudible] delivery and hard-to-reach areas or willing to introduce special mapping to understand communities but identify or detect or reach is an important part of our mission agenda.

I also wanted to go back that there is no simplistic explanation of equity and we often find there is an interaction of several [inaudible] often compounded so you have a girl in a poorhouse will belonging to an ethnic minority and she is most likely not to go to school and get married early, have no access to contraceptive, and the health of her child does how do we break the cycle and several of the deprivations is an important question for us to reflect on.

Gender for us is an important equity.  An imperative is a fortunate intervention because both angles have equal access to immunization.  However, we are now making our analysis but are much more sophisticated in looking at gender -related values that can impact access of both boys and girls to immunization.  For example, in a country like Senegal [inaudible] so that women do not have to go forgo their babies and bring their children after -- and that really led to improvement.  So really looking at some of the gender and in making sure that we have the potential of women and really the natural instinct of mothers [inaudible] to invest in the health and well-being of the children.

We are trying to partner with organizations, and this looks like [inaudible] in India with the membership of 1.5 million women they are self-employed, they come from the poorest and most downtrodden sections of society and you can see that after having secured the [inaudible] about the future of the children and grandchildren.  Want to invest in the health and education and well-being.

So Gavi is now linking the communities, gender, and bringing this together because we have picked the low hanging fruit and it is really the most difficult geographies and countries that we are now looking at.  Our next strategy [inaudible] firmly focused on leading no one behind with immunization.  Equity is an organizing principle, that is what we have embraced.  We could have set our sights lower, but we really wanted to challenge ourselves as an alliance and you can see that we are committing ourselves to making sure that health equity [inaudible] immunization is a proximate indicator is formally addressed.

To the forefront of [inaudible] first priority recognize it will require highly different approaches because every country is different.  Making Gavi much more flexible so it can adapt to the needs of countries and as I said communities demand gender agreed to play an important role.  So together we have a hugely exciting opportunity before us.  We are looking to mobilize resources over the next five years.  We are hoping to get areas of fantastic opportunity because we are now wanting to further accelerate the impact at the end of 2025, we hope to be able to additionally mobilize more than 1 billion children and save 22 million lives.  I know all of you agree to play such an important.
[APPLAUSE]
>> : Thanks so much for that great presentation and for making those linkages about both the inequities that still exist but also for God's plan Gavi's plan for the future.

I will also turn to we will open it up to Mark for a couple of questions and then come back to both of you.  But Mark, you know RESULTS and the kids so be working, many of us, working on the [inaudible] but right now we are focused on replenishment of global fun and we have worked with you in the past on this.

Would you say for us a little bit about in the context of equity, why that replenishment matters, what it means for reaching impoverished groups but also marginalized groups targeted with oppression and you said before so powerfully that the AIDS epidemic is going to require a more inclusive [inaudible]
>> : It is nice to be with all of you again.  In the back I was reading an article in Canada were there thinking of flatlining [inaudible]
[APPLAUSE]
I think there is no better group to talk about equity and reaching communities because that is who you are.  You are actually in the communities and that is what makes you so powerful.  You are not floating around in capitals; you are actually in the community spirit we come from the communities and you have a credibility and a message that is so powerful because of that.

It is a very -- both for Gavi and the global fund, one of the most important things about these replenishment and the World Bank, a cop the last of her comments is there is a global replenishment right now.  There is this sense of fear of the unknown and if you think 15 years ago, 20 years ago, when Gavi and global fund were created there was an enormous sense of solidarity among global leaders from high income countries, low income countries, a sense of together we can achieve extraordinary things but we have to come together to do that.

In the last couple years there has been a pulling back from that.  A more fear of change, more we need to go it alone, we'll move toward bilateral ism versus multilateralism.  To be honest, pretty scary.  It has a real chance, not only to lead to less resources, but to actually have a greater disparity and a greater in equity going forward.  And part of the reason I think these punishments are so important as part of saving lives but really to try to rekindle that sense of solidarity.  We are better at solving problems together than apart.

There is a real tension now and this is in the first time in history we have had these kinds of tensions and I think your voices are so important that elected officials can hear that you want a different world.  You don't want the world that is being portrayed by some.  You want a world going back to where we were 20 years ago, moving together, not apart.

That is so important for equity.  To hear from you that you care about people in Africa, India, and other places.  That equity is not just a humanitarian thing, is actually a human thing and that we need that in inclusiveness and we need to be together.  She talked a little about immunization disparities.  First of all, malaria and pretty much exists in poor countries and about half of that under five drop was from malaria but half his immunizations and half as malaria.

It is in poor countries, middle and upper middle-income countries start getting better water systems, sanitation, infrastructure gets built and malaria rates start going -- is really the poorest of the poor that get affected by malaria.  And in those countries even the richest, the president of Zambia collapsed we had a resurgence of malaria master.

It is really poor people that get decimated.  TB, you all know, it is just a disease of poor people.  Urban poor in close contact, refugees, immigrants, people no one wants to talk about anymore, even though our world was built on immigration.  This country was built on immigration.  The president's wife was built on immigration.  But somehow immigrants are bad now.

People move and they go in these urban centers and that is who gets to be.  And HIV the disparity is less about the poorest of the poor, it's actually people are a little mobile and have a little resource, not a lot, but a little bit.  There, gender is massive.  The more we learn, the scarier it is.  We used to think it was girls in sub-Saharan Africa and some places were five to 10 times more likely to get HIV.  We now know it's 15 times more likely to get HIV and it's not because girls are promiscuous, it is because brutal sexual discrimination.  Abuse, violence, legal discrimination.  I think many of you know the birth of a girl is still not recorded in most countries because it is not important enough.

It is appalling and that is 60 percent of the population in sub-Saharan Africa.  So if we don't deal with gender equality, we have no hope of solving health issues, education issues, global issues.  But it is not just girls and women, it's actually men too.  Who are praying on the girls?  It is key populations the LB GTI community there is a resurgence of laws and brutality against the population, sex workers, people inject drugs.  The increase in Eastern Europe is driven by people who inject drugs.  Flat out it is one of the highest growing rates.  If you really talk to people, they would really rather they just all die.

The whole global narrative is now basically reinforcing that.  We are not trying to solve problems together.  We are not saying every human life matters.  We are actually making bets in a way that we have not done in a long time.  It is pretty appalling.  If people like you that can change that.  There is a narrative that gets circulated and everyone believes that were people are hearing that is not actually what we believe.  Not only that, it is just stupid and shortsighted.  Because economies are not going to grow if we are separate.  We are not going to create jobs, we are not going to create anything, not going to create economies, peace, security.  I keep telling people the population of Africa, even with declining birth rates, we are going to see a doubling of population in Africa.

Just in pragmatic terms.  If all you care about is refugees and immigrants, what you think the world will look like in 20 years if you have a continent that is doubling that has no education, and no economic, no health.  What do you think is going to happen?  What you think the world would look like wax Justin pragmatic terms.  So unfortunately, we have to make these arguments that don't get that we actually are supposed to care about each other.

But it all fits together.  You all can deliver that message in a way that those of us who have been involved in organizations can't because of course we are going to say that.  But when you go in, they do not expect.  When your constituencies it is great that you're going to the hill and I know you do that in your constituencies is more important to remind them that we actually have values.  We believe in as people, as a country, and it is for here as much as it is for another place but that we can solve all of our problems if we work together.  We can solve climate change, we can solve every problem if we work together, if we empower everyone.  If that girl in the community is being discriminated against or is again a vaccine against HIV and dies and she has opportunity she will solve global climate change.  It is communities that will solve this problem.  If we are eliminating the possibility of that, we are eliminating our hope for everything.

So these replenishment's are important the lives -- you know the numbers, bring it up to 43, put those together and we are 65 million people saved over -- by 2022 or 23.  Why would you not do that?  Then there is the equity piece and where we are together.  Thank you for what you do.  You are incredible.
[APPLAUSE]
>> : I was talking on Saturday when we kicked off the conference about the fact that in places where we are seeing political chaos like in the UK or the U.S. where we are in a bipartisan way we went around the administration and supported these things.  So we have the RESULTS partners here, we also have our partners from France, global health advocates who are working directly with President Macron.

And then also partners from working in some of the highest burden countries.  Just a little bit about that piece around domestic resource mobilization as a partner in both.  So Mark, you were directly involved in supporting simply departments of heads of state earlier this year and really coming together with some strategies and tools.  And I know our partners like Rosemary Rohr and her colleagues from wacky health supporting governments to really stand up for increased investment in health.  I also know that we can come back to you about what God is doing to help support [inaudible] but we are looking to mark.
>> : Importantly Gavi and the global fund were sitting on the stage were sitting with the president when the African Union launch that effort.  I think it is really important because [inaudible] is a scorecard.  The heads of state look at how they are doing on domestic finance.  But what the heads of state saying when they see it is don't just tell me where I am, tell me how I can improve.  What can I do to get better?  One is to develop what they are calling a tracker which is linked to the global accelerator on domestic finance.  And what that is a scorecard looks very red, there are four countries that achieve the decoration goal of financing but to actually say what do we need to do or how do we need to track from our policy and perspective policy how we are increasing our domestic finance so they can actually see over a five to 10 year what they need to do, what they need to be tracking, and in order to see that growth.  Because it does not just happen.  You have to do a whole bunch of stuff to increase domestic finance.  Had better tax policies which were Wanda and other countries have done.  Have health insurance schemes that work increase your efficiencies.  They can actually follow these things.

Putting that together would be huge.  The second thing is creating hubs to learn from each other.  So a lawn is a ministries of health and finance are struggling of how to do things, but they are struggling, and they don't talk to each other.  We have this an equitable system where we all come up with solutions and dump them in their lap and they use this finance mechanism that we came out with in Washington.  They are far more creative than we are, and they are coming up with much better idea to let them talk to each other.

Use the tracker so they can actually link up and then international organizations can see where the news are better and support them in their strategies and goals more than coming up with our solutions that we give them that are actually useless.  I had been in a room after people leave and during the meeting, they think it's great but then people leave, and they say this is the dumbest thing I ever heard.

It is never going to work.  Then the third thing, and this is very important, which is going to be adopted in the next couple weeks, by annual, every other Constitution required meeting of ministers and health financers.  We have all been thinking it's very important for a well.  That is enormous.  But these are processes with a very clear objective to increase our objective finance for healthcare present [inaudible] who is probably the most influential head of state is the champion for increasing finance.

At the G20 just basically took that and adopted it.  Which is pretty amazing.  Africa is innovating and pressing things that are going to be the model for the world.  Everyone is going to adapt to a.  I am sure Gavi has done the estimate because of the matching requirements.  The global fund has estimated that if they can get to 14 billion, they can leverage $46 billion in increased domestic finance.

That is hugely important.  That is really important in talking to members of Congress and Canada, the parliaments, because they need to know that this isn't forever.  When the countries have more money, they will actually pay for which we see.  As countries move up in their income status, they actually do spend more money on health.  This isn't forever but it is a solidarity so that we can grow together and become partners together, solve problems together.  Learn things that they are doing that we can bring back home.  We can learn stuff about how to implement community-based programs from Africa very applicable in Alabama actually and have global fund programs they are seeing being adapted and for the administration's approach which I am very favorable toward to try to end HIV in this country.  Those things are really applicable.  That increase domestic finance piece is hugely important from an advocacy perspective, but it is also the only way that this is going to work long term so other countries can increase their resources but do it effectively in a planned way.

So it's really exciting.
>> : I would absolutely echo what Mark has just said.  But also say that Gavi has been [inaudible] I think it was more than a decade ago that we brought really going to hold the key to future progress.  You now see the RESULTS of that policy and that model.  I'm thinking of the figures from 2018 Gavi's spend on routine vaccines were 730 billion and countries all spent on the same vaccine Gavi supported dispensing got 413 million so that's the kind of financing that countries have started to put on vaccines.  By way of their own contribution which were jumpstarted by Gavi support.  For us to be clearly smart and strategic about global investment and to make sure that global investments must capitalize domestic resources and local action.

For us, another area of focus now is problematic sustainability.  We also think there is a lot of scope for us to work with countries, not just to encourage them to put more resources on the table, but also to work with them to make sure there is more help for money that is being put on the table.  So how do we start to support countries in doing this more efficiency [inaudible] in health would actually be somewhat wasteful.

Conserve resources by starting businesses in a smarter way.  I think there has to be more money for health but also more help for money and that is where we are focused.

>> : And one comment which I know both of you are acutely aware of.  The incredible importance of domestic investment but also of ensuring that when we do those both transitions of countries and some cases away from the external financing or increasing co-financing, that we are doing it in smart ways that don't inadvertently push countries off of cliffs so there is a long and a flight path and planning also that we co-financing that we have been seen with TB drugs that were countries just do things that actually mess up stuff that was working which is where you were procuring vaccines or drugs through global mechanisms and then you move it onto a domestic budget and what it does breaks down the country's ability to introduce something that was working so that these trends are important but doing it smartly and having that planning budget and just acknowledging that.
>> : And I do think for example we have a very important lessons that we have learned from transitioning countries [inaudible] I think while many of them are doing extremely better really improved problematic performance we have seen some challenges in some cases.  For example, resources are [inaudible] could really end up allocating [inaudible] but the second thing also is if you are very focused on for capital but you are not looking at problematic performance and a lot of these countries, have commodity driven economy so because of the increasing prices but the health system did not have the time to key pace with that and therefore you see that reflected in the problematic performance.

So how do we stay flexible and adapt our policies?  So Gavi fight is going to be about this.  Stay true to the [inaudible] yet how do you bring in the dimension of supporting that actually suffered.
>> : I want to open it up to questions.  If you want to raise your hand, we have folks with microphones going around.  I see Jack.
>> : Thank you.  I come from Kenya and I work with an organization called [inaudible] I am glad to hear about 5.0 I think that question is one of the questions I had.  Looking at how global fund is working with other countries.  Thank you so much for the presentation.  We found so many children that were unvaccinated we have kids that are 13, around seven, and by that are not vaccinated.  The work that Gavu is doing in some countries like Kenya, let me touch again on the [inaudible] it is helping us some of these countries you just presented very well around the Gavi strategy.  The cost is going to be a big challenge moving forward.  I want to ask you a simple question looking at 5.0 what the difference between the previous strategy in terms of is driving the cost of the vaccines down [inaudible] focusing currently on two countries.  I think that is what I wanted to ask but do mention quickly we have a very good meeting.  How is Gavi and the global fund working together.  Thank you so much.
>> : You touched on three things.  We are spending a lot of time and resources in understanding the context and that is very important.  I looked at the title of the session I get very amused because I think [inaudible] it is also about children who are under your nose.  You are in the capital of countries; you are right around the apartment building you have these poor populations and they are not recognized.  The government almost closes its eyes.  They pretend they don't exist.  I really think we need to address this and that is where we are barely focused and that will be a big part of our work.

The second question that you raised about the market shaping.  Now we are seeing is not just driving down prices, but it is about [inaudible] and having markets mean really create more competition and also make sure that [inaudible] security.  Because as we have seen in the case of [inaudible] we have the problem of lack of supply of vaccine.  For example HPV vaccine is one example but we now do not have enough supply and it is so unfortunate because in Gavi countries so 300,000 young women die of cervical cancer and yet we are not in the position to resupply HPV.  So that is a big change that we are looking at.  And the third thing really is a transition of countries.  What we are now doing is really starting to engage with countries and Lyons and make sure that we work around strength [inaudible] capacity.  Access to prices is going to be a very big issue.  At this point in time what we have done is to make sure that countries that have transitioned continue to have access to Gavi prices and actually most cases they have we are able to secure commitments from vaccine manufacturers but we are looking to make more institutionalized under Gavi 5.0 making sure that prices continue to be price driven and affordable to countries who have transition.
>> : Let's start with these two.
>> : Thank you.  I hear in these meetings about progress and change in Asia and Eastern Europe and Africa and I'm very engaged in programs in Africa.  But I am sitting here realizing I never hear about Central America and South America.  Are these countries on the list?  Are there programs?  Are they filling and struggling their?  Guatemala, El Salvador, what is happening their?
>> : Very passionate advocates for Gavi and the Global fund and I think your presentation is giving us a lot of food for our advocacy.  One point I would say is on HPV vaccines, that is a wonderful [inaudible] that you have been a need to be better.  What an important initiative.  I realize that when you are talking about gender equality and all of that the TB vaccine we are supplying now is confined to girls, it is the first cancer vaccine that we have available in the row.  I think it needs to be advertised as a cancer vaccine.
[APPLAUSE]
I know the prices are high.  One of Gavi's secrets, why Gavi became so successful, its ability to reduce prices over time and one instrument that we used in the past, I used to be on the Gavi board, the advanced market commitment.  Could we not do an advanced market commitment for HPV vaccine so that it becomes available for everybody sooner than 10 years from now and we can also provide for boys because they are too vulnerable to some of these HPV -related cancers.
>> : Let's take those two and we will come back.
>> : On South America we work with countries in South America.  Haiti is one of those countries which is extremely challenging for us.  There are certain other countries that really are transitioning after Gavi support like Bolivia, Honduras, Guyana, et cetera.  We are supporting them to make sure that some of these challenges and inequities are addressed.  In Guyana for example you have the [inaudible] population.  We have a high coverage of vaccines but still have those populations.  These are very targeted focused programs.  On countries like Venezuela, there is a very intense debate at the Gavi board as we lead the formulate there is a whole question before our board that in the STD era should we actually be looking to expand the scope of country that we work with because a lot of on immunize children [inaudible] middle income countries that are beyond that ability at this point of time.

The board has taken decision in principle in order to see what is cost benefit ratio and what the impact look like.  So that is something that is under concentration.  The second question is about HPV and AMC.  The supply situation approved because there are at this point of time there is really one dominant [inaudible] and what has happened is there has been a surgeon global demand all over because there has been technical items actually encouraged vaccination of both boys and girls and then expanded age range up to 45 years of age.  I think that creates a huge dilemma because you have a certain supply which would have been sufficient for Gavi countries but to create demand and other parts of the globe where the vaccine activity price of more than $100 per dose and Gavi prices four and half dollars per dose then clearly you are wrestling with a lot of commercial concentration.

That is something that we have [inaudible] at length at the board now looking at the predatory station framework.  Supply scale is an issue.  How do you make sure that you get very clear guidance on what countries and what age groups would be prioritized?  But HPV situation would improve in the next two years.  For a bolo [inaudible] Gavi is very.
>> : South America, Central America question is an important one.  The global fund has more flexibility on transitioning then copy does.  They have a much more if localized approach to a.  The global fund is not quite as [inaudible] in Latin American countries.  Everyone goes to Haiti because it is poor or Guyana, but the middle-income countries are the real challenge.  But it is a place where we can start understanding how do we transition better.  So there is some really exciting things happening.  For example, with Bill Gates and the Inter-American Development Bank we have not tapped into the development banks very well, to be honest.  Especially the regional banks because those are run by the countries in the region.  Luis Alberto Moran was a very creative guy who Bill Gates and a couple we start having a conversation about what we would do to eliminate malaria for example in central America which include some of those countries.

And you can pay with brands to do programs or you can support the countries structured debt over a period of time or they can do that that's affordable and the Interamerican to [inaudible] you can put that altogether so that the global fund resources are used for the interest for those loans so the countries can pay for them themselves.  It's called the buydown.  Central America altogether because you actually have to eliminate in Central America, you can eliminate in one country because it will spread as you know.  It's a great approach so how you bring people together in different ways so that you can have partnerships that are necessary for countries to sustain a response for the long-term is hugely important.  Latin America in many ways gives opportunities to explore those things.

Venezuela, the global fund to look in the early states the board talked about this.  We actually wanted to go and.  And start programs but the government refused to let us.  International organizations need to be allowed into a country.  You cannot just go into a country.  So what the board said, and I still hope this happens is if the inter- development American bank local organizations can come forward with a plan that will allow the fund to dissipate the fund would be there.  So it is so sad what is happening in that country.  They have eliminated malaria; it is so sad.

Sometimes with political situations make it's impossible to act and that is where the society is so important because they are there.  It is just getting to them and it is not going to be global organizations that can do it because the governments prevented.  It's going to have to be through different mechanisms and we need to be created.  So your ideas on how to do that are very interesting.  Surprising things come up a couple of times.  I think this is a huge important issue and JoAnn alluded to it and I think she was talking about India where they are now buying their own drugs and they are buying locally produced drugs which we know our poor quality rather than using the drugs that were actually being procured through a global fund mechanism and what was really important is the global fund resources that propped up those countries.

India because [inaudible] is such a big market so those countries just are collapsing, and we are left with poor quality product.  So we have a massive problem and I think those we have our heads in the sand a little bit too much on this and we are not really getting the bigger issue.  Vaccines are somewhat different because it is a limited pool of producers.  There are not a lot of generic producers.  It's coupling complicated.  For HIV, TB, malaria, some basic cancer drugs and this is a massive problem.  You guys know about Lambeau?  This is one of the coolest thing in the world.  People need to get excited about this.  We traded basically an Amazon.com for health commodities.  Initially starting with HIV, TB, and malaria, that's what the fund does.  That would actually open up markets in a new way.  So quality products could go in, countries could actually pull to do [inaudible] it's all about volume.  You could literally have Guyana going in with [inaudible] to pool so that pulling is everything.  Over time countries can see what the volume will be because over a couple of years -- inseparable principle of Amazon, it's all you.  We could be so much further along but for the weirdest thing I have ever seen in the private sector and some civil society, not all, are in lockstep.  We actually saw this as something global public good.  This should be something that is created because it will shatter the current stranglehold on pricing and production but more importantly, it gives access to innovators.  So if a generic company or a country in another country like Africa or South America berries are huge.  You have to follow all of the regulatory stuff, get into the countries, it is impossible.  Even Chinese companies don't do it because it is too complicated to get into all of those countries, so they just produce for China.

But if someone had access to a global market, if they produced a quality good, you can actually make a business case and you'll create the product because you have a global market.  You are not just producing for a small market.  There have been several African companies really high-quality producers of antiretrovirals retro therapy that went out of business because they could not get into the market.  So it is getting into the market and the barriers to the market are Jewish but to have something like that you can get into the market.  It will be investing all over.  We don't need to have the major pharmaceutical companies.  We actually can have a new pharmaceutical companies.  Then you have a pricing competition, effectively, to bring prices down at a volume as quality.  This is doable.  But we need support for it because the forces against it are extreme.  The private sector shockingly does not like it.  But neither does [inaudible] who tried to block it repeatedly because, and I had conversations with them, because they said we were not trying to eliminate intellectual property.  My point was if you want to eliminate it that's great but, in the meantime, could we please do something to solve this problem.

So we need to solve this problem is solvable.  But the forces are very strong.  Your advocacy, the constant push, the new CFO at the global fund is hyper excited about Lambeau Peter Sands is a business that.  This was never for the global fund.  It was created so that countries in transition could continue to purchase at a volume in a way -- that's why [inaudible] was three times what it needed to pay for antiretrovirals because it is a tiny country and they could not negotiate prices.  Going through volume they dropped in price by 80 percent.  Because they got volume.  But as middle-income country they did not have access before.

We can break through these barriers with technology and with the ability to do the stuff that we need support and we need to be pushing these things because there are mere forces that should not be talking to each other aligning to stop the stuff.

This is solvable.  It would really just make all the difference in the world.  Someone else can produce HPV vaccine, not just Merck and she okay.  But they can't unless they have volume and better quality.  And that is not going to happen without a global mechanism.  A global mechanism can solve this problem.
[APPLAUSE]
>> : Another piece of this is just because a key piece we work on has also been critically U.S. government support but others as sort of that part of the global structure, [inaudible] also providing a way for the bulk purchases of TB drugs and I think also looking at we can -- we continue to fight on intellectual property as well.  Kathleen and then --
>> : Kathleen, Las Vegas, Nevada.  This is for you Mark.  Please let me sharpen our case for the leveraging aspect currently with the global fund money.  I think our goal is 14 billion total worldwide money into the fund for the replenishment. But go through, again, the mechanism of each countries domestic match and how that is working and then ultimately each country will only programs and take it on themselves.  And go through that so I can make that case.
>> : So why don't we take that question and then I still have two questions if you will bring the microphone overflows to --
>> : I am from Washington state.  I have a couple of questions.  I will be brief.  One of the questions is about India, we were discussing it was stated that it is one of the poorest countries, but it is going to make it to 2030 target.  My question is about the minorities in the marginalized communities that are still being denied their voting rights and other things.  So they don't qualify for any kind of aid because they do not have any paperwork to prove.  So how are we going to -- the second question is about hepatitis B the incidence is higher in Asian Americans, African immigrants, [inaudible] it has been prevented in the United States by giving doses to [inaudible] but is dobby planning to high prevalence and Asian countries [inaudible] to prevent liver cancer.
>> : Last two questions here we will have to take if you can make them brief.
>> : I think we all know the importance of the global fund and ensuring that we meet not just the 14 billion although we have to meet that, so that means that every major donor has to increase their investments by at least 15 percent and you had started off, Mark, with your comments that candidate is at risk of flatlining so this is a call to action for the three panelists for and for everyone in the room.

Come join myself at care from G fund and take action.  We have a letter to sign to asking them to increase that would bring to our embassy that would get set up to the prime minister.  We have treats and photos and we will brush them today so there are global actions that are happening but the specific one today is to ask a candidate to their pledge clerk.
[APPLAUSE]
>> : Thank you.  My question builds on the newly signed [inaudible] heads of state.  It would be the second free-trade area in the world.  My question is how is Gavi and global fund prepared in such a disaster may be happens because people are going to be moving across borders.  People are going to be moving and just this morning we heard there was an outbreak of Ebola in the eastern part of [inaudible] so how well are the plans of Gavi and global fund accommodate in such [inaudible].
>> : Some final comments.
>> : Those two questions.  One was on India.  India seems to be on target to achieve [inaudible] production both by 2030.  But based on my understanding of India in its context I would say that 1 billion people actually were lifted out of poverty [inaudible] globally and out of that 275 million came from India.  Andy actually made a huge contribution [inaudible] getting lifted out of poverty so the economic [inaudible] at this point of time must have led to these projections [inaudible].  Regarding the minority issue, everybody has a voting rights in India.  So everybody, relook cordless of the crap class, creed, religion have equal right.  However, I think where we see a gap is this whole notion of equality and equity so sometimes the government can take a view that they are not going to do something special for minorities or those populations that are suffering from a broader [inaudible] and actually try to [inaudible] equally benefit all populations.  Whereas those sections of populations that actually suffer from acute disparities will always need more and not just -- and that is the distinction between equality and equity and I do think that India really needs to do that rather than just designing schemes with equal advantage to populations to really moving [inaudible] the Muslim population tribal populations [inaudible] really are that section of population that is the pride of [inaudible].  So I really think mapping that out is important.  It is a part of a new maxim of strategies [inaudible] would depend on a strong health system.  Really taking a different approach [inaudible] is going to be our strategy.
>> : I think it is really important that people understand the leveraging and Gavi has as well.  First, some really important in the spirit already low- and middle-income countries pay for more than half of the HIV response which is really dramatic and that is of the last 15 years.  It is heavily way toward middle income countries as expected.  TB is like 80 percent paid for by the countries themselves because they are upper middle-income countries like India and China.  Malaria, a little bit less.  It's a little bit under 50 percent because they are low income countries.  So what that tells us, and there is a lot of data, that countries have to grow into their economies they will spend money.  Just like the United States.  We did not spend money on health 100 years ago.  Now we spend a lot of money on health.  So if we can support and stay with countries long enough, they will -- they are showing us they will actually pay, and the African commitment is a great example of that.  I think emphasizing with the African Union is doing is a great demonstration of their seriousness of this and the data is telling us that there [inaudible].  The global fund massing requirements is where they get the 46 billion from and the last cycle was 43 billion and it is being met.  The last cycle was 12 billion, 13 billion, averaged 43 billion that is almost $90 billion that was leveraged by less than 30.  So the way it works is based on a countries economic status if they do not match to a certain point a percent of the grant [inaudible] so basically tell a country we can give you this much but you actually have to match acts based on X percent based on your academic status.  Low income countries have lower presents.

And if you do not, then we won't be able to give you the full amount.  We will actually have to subtract.  I have yet to meet a Minister of finance that does not get that losing money is a bad idea and they had to spend on health because they just been on health anyway.  So that is how it works, and it works really effectively because the ministers of finance and heads of state get a.  That they are not going to give up that money when it's in their interest to spend a little bit more money on health and they have all committed to do that.

So it is a whole package.  But I think really important is the data are clear that countries will do it.  They will do it as their economies grow.  And why would you give up saving 60 million lives and having things go backwards and lose the mass investment that you've used already when they are getting there.  So let's get where we started with.  The loss of global solidarity, the loss of understanding.  If we come together, if we support each other, we will solve massive problems.  If we retrench, all the progress that has been made will collapse and we will be in a really bad situation across the board.  So why would we not continue the project.  We started on before and go backwards when a lot of people are going to die, economies are going to collapse, and the countries have shown us that they will take it over and they will love us for it rather than hating us because we walked away from them and then they would go talk to China.  So why would you do that collects what possible rationale would you have?  Go to their constituents and say I am giving more money to this program, but your Social Security is going to come down because we have to adjusted.  That is hard.  But if they had the arguments, they can do it if you put it in a bigger context of overall everyone is going to be better.  Overall, you are going to be better.  By the way, we are good people.  These are values that we have had a long time.  You all make the case far better than any of us ever will.  Thank God you are doing it, thank you for what you do.
>> : That is also another comment on infertility.  One sense that we do have in the policy to be able to respond swiftly and flexibly [inaudible] we are able to put in more money.
>> : We could go on for a long time, but we have to close the session to get onto the next one.  Let's give everyone a round of thanks.
[APPLAUSE]
Thanks everybody.  Do we need to clear out in order to -- for the next session?  The next session is 11:15 but please be in your seats on time in here at 11:15.  Thank you.

